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LONDON ICE MARKET

Posición último dif alto bajo cierre Posición último dif alto bajo cierre

MAY20 1183 -8 1190 1180 1191 MAY20 113,45 -1,45 115,20 112,60 114,90

JUL20 1212 -8 1222 1211 1220 JUL20 115,05 -1,45 116,70 114,30 116,50

SEP20 1233 -8 1242 1231 1241 SEP20 116,10 -1,50 117,65 115,30 117,60

NOV20 1253 -7 1257 1252 1260 DEC20 117,35 -1,45 118,80 116,50 118,80

NEW YORK ICE MARKET
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NUEVA YORKLONDRES

London ICE:

Support: 1215 & 1190-1180
Resistances: 1285, 1350, 1375 & 1400

New York ICE:

Supports: 115,00, 112,50 & 111,00
Resistencias: 120,00, 126,00 & 127,50
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last high low

1,07949 1,08356 1,07832

VIETNAM

CENTRAL AMERICA / COLOMBIA

QUOTATION EURO / US DOLLAR
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OTHERS

DEMAND / INDUSTRY

€/US$ rate

EUR/USD Euro/US Dollar

BRAZIL

President Bolsonaro continues to dismiss the seriousness of the coronavirus, and whilst we are already hearing of logistical delays, that’s likely to get worse as

the nation struggles to deal with the steepening curve, which has rapidly gained pace since the 20th March.

The aid package to the most vulnerable part of the population has been approved by Congress and authorized by the Government. However, the effective
benefit, the real cash at people´s hands, will be available only after April 10th as several bureaucratic steps need to bridged. Total aid package besides the
BR$600,00 bonus per person, sums 700 Billion Reais through several measures like tax postponements, pension and retirement payment anticipations among

several other waives to minimize the economy slow down effects.

Cecafe shall release final March shipments figures by end of next week, but based on latest available data, 2.6 million bags were shipped out of 3.4 million bags
previously certified. Based on these high certificates issued on the latest days of March, total shipments can be re-estimated to surpass 3 million bags.

Isolated rains have occurred is some areas of the coffee belt but in general we had a dry week. There is a wet cold system in the South of the country that is
going to move towards Southeast areas by bringing rains to coffee plantations. Amounts of rains between 20 and 30 ml are forecasted. It should be a quite

quick event but another wet front is expected to reach Southeast by the middle of next week bringing more rains to coffee areas.

In areas of North of Espirito Santo, South of Bahia and Rondonia have slowly started picking of Conilons. Maturation stage is not ideal yet but some warmer
micro regions are with maturation stage a bit ahead therefore some producers decided starting the harvesting procedures/picking.
Real keeps weak with Central Bank only making discrete and punctual interventions.

Vietnam extended the social distancing order until the end of April to prevent the spread of the virus. The Prime Minister stressed that the government will take

stronger measures in the coming days to fight off the pandemic. Whilst this doesn’t critically affect industry (coffee included), as we have seen in other origins,
this will likely have an impact on the speed of shipments / logistical slowdowns. Ports remain open, albeit with a reduced workforce.

Honduras March exports fell by 7.1% y/y to 750,000 bags from 807,00 a year earlier according to the executive director of the country’s National Association of

Coffee Exporters. In the season that started 1st October, exports fell 3,5% to 2.9m bags. Exporters have adopted a “conservative strategy” amid expectations
that output will lag behind estimates. Honduras became the latest country to warn of potential Coronavirus induced delays end past week, as local municipalities

clash with central government orders. The Honduran government have extended a lockdown through April 12th, and whilst coffee exports are exempt,
municipalities are imposing restrictions that may slow coffee trade. Rabobank is making a downward adjustment to Honduras 2019/20 production, to 6.2m 60-kg
bags. Between October and March, export volumes out of Honduras were 3.5% below last year’s, but the drop over March was 20%, and this sluggish export

pace is likely to continue through the year, with only a partial recovery in case prices improve.

In February 2020, shipments from Colombia declined by 13.4% to 1.08 million bags compared to February 2019. Its exports in the first five months of coffee
year 2019/20 are 1.6% lower at 5.9 million bags. Production for Colombia is estimated 1.7% higher at 14.1 million bags in 2019/20. According to the National

Federation of Coffee Growers of Colombia, 6.6 million bags were harvested through February, which is 8.8% higher than in the same period one year ago due to
strong growth at the start of the season. There have been reports about lower availability of shipping containers passing through Colombia from China, which
may have impacted exports in February. Additionally, its output was reported 9.5% lower at just over 1 million bags in February 2020 compared to February

2019.

Uganda - The Drugar fly crop is slowly picking up. The boarder closure is creating huge delays, and trucks are only allowed to drive in daytime under the

curfew. The UCDA will likely be slower in approvals/documentation due to minimal staff, which will delay shipments ready to be loaded.

India - Farmers harvested around 98% of the crop. Local market is fully closed, exporters are cautious and unable to buy coffee from local traders due to the
market uncertainty and fear of defaults. Even though ports are open, they are not functional due to the ban of truck movements.

Coronavirus fuels more home drinking, and as coffee shops from Europe to the US shut down, shoppers are rushing to supermarkets to stockpile their

favourite roast & ground coffee. And that’s where robusta beans come into play. While many coffee shops pride themselves in serving the highest-quality arabica
beans, the coffee consumed at home usually has a higher content of the cheaper robusta variety. There’s also the potential for supply disruptions as the virus

spreads to the emerging markets where robusta is produced and favoured for local consumption.

Starbucks Corp on Wednesday said it will extend special coronavirus provisions, including pay increases for U.S. workers and closed dining areas, for two

weeks to May 3rd. The world’s largest coffee chain is also considering the use of non-medical grade face masks and possibly handing off mobile orders to
customers at doorways to help ease drive-thru pressure in some stores, the company said in a letter to employees. Like most other restaurants, Starbucks had

to close its cafe areas and move operations to drive-thru, carry out and delivery only in response to customer concerns and government mandates to help stop
the spread of the deadly virus by limiting social contact.

Stockpiling has been a feature of daily life in much of western Europe and parts of the U.S. for the last few weeks. As the virus expands on a similar
exponential path in developing countries, we would expect to see consumers stockpiling coffees that have a higher proportion of Robusta. For an idea of the

impact lockdowns are having in the coffee market, coffee sales volume at American retailers jumped 31% in the four weeks ended March 22 from the same
period a year earlier. In U.K., sales in supermarkets surged by 30% in the week ended March 14, the biggest increase in at least three years, data from analytics

firm Nielsen showed. Americans consumed 7.6% more at home in the first quarter, while restaurant demand slumped 14%. The rise in Robusta demand could
push prices up by about 16% in the coming four weeks, according to Rabobank.

Shares of Luckin Coffee Inc sank as much as 81% on Thursday after the Chinese coffee chain said an internal investigation had shown that its chief operating
officer and other employees fabricated sales transactions. The company suspended COO Jian Liu and employees reporting to him following initial

recommendations from a special committee, which was appointed to investigate issues in its financial statements for the fiscal year ended December 31th,
2019. Luckin said the investigation had found that fabricated sales from the second quarter of 2019 to the fourth were about 2.2 billion yuan ($310 million).

That equates to about 40% of the annual sales projected by analysts. Liu was the COO of the company since May 2018.
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This report is a marketing communication and has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research; and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of 

investment research.

The information in this report is provided solely for informational purposes and should not be regarded as a recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in any particular investment. Private customers should not invest in these products unless they 

are satisfied that the products are suitable for them and have sought professional advice. All information in this report is obtained from sources believed to be reliable and we make no representation as to its completeness or accuracy. The information 

may have been acted upon by us for our own purposes and has not been procured for the exclusive benefit of customers.
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

U.S. economy was made clear by yesterday's shocking news that 6.648 million people filed for initial unemployment claims in the week ended last Friday

(March 27). That added to the previous week's figure of 3.307 million for a 2-week total of 10 million.

WTI crude prices soared 25% on Thursday for its largest single-day percentage gain in history after President Trump said he expects Russia and Saudi
Arabia to announce a major output cut deal.

U.S. only hours away from a federal program that's expected to dole out at least $350B in loans to small businesses struggling with the coronavirus pandemic,
but many banks are still awaiting guidance and necessary requirements.

We continue with high volatility but within ranges (1.0600 - 1.1400). Last Monday we were at 1.1150 and we start Monday at 1.0810.

As per the ICO (International Coffee Organization), World Coffee Exports rose 2.6% in February from prior year. Exports rose to 11.11 million bags in

February. Shipments in the first five months of the season that began in October fell 3.4% y/y to 50.97m bags. Arabica exports totaled 82.4m bags in the 12
months through February, versus 79.2m last year. Robusta exports were 47.9m bags, versus 45.3m bags a year earlier.
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